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PREFACE 
A parallel computation is a computation that is catried out by ;8 number of distinct 
proesscs that togclhcr perform a computing task. The coal in parallel computing 
is to increase the speed of a computation: by having a collection of P~QCWM work 
on a problem simultaneously, it should be possible to obtain its solutions within a 
shorter time. 
The design of parallel computations is called parallel programming. Parallel 
programming is the subject of this special isswe of SciiMKnc of Cornplrter hqpmming. 
There are a number of problems that are typical for parallel programminG One 
such problem is the question of how the total compwt;rtion is to be partitioned over 
processes and what each process thm should do. Immediately related to this is the 
scheduling of data movements between ptocc9cs: we have to take care that the 
processes obtain the arguments they nctd and send thtit rcrlpults to other processes. 
A harmonious coolxration of the v requires ome form of sywhmniultion, 
We have to take ca~ll that the delays that ;oct thus inam& do MM dqrade the 
pcrlbrmancc. Our goal is, aftef all, to spcad up computations. 
The problems rcfmd to above led some people to belkve UUU parallel wrn- 
ming is intrinsically mom difficult than sequential programming. That is, however* 
not the experience reported in this issue- This issue makes ;illlothct point patently 
cleat: parallel programming can be reliably done only if one strictly adhaes to a 
systematic design discipline. One just annot rely on opcrati~nal and intuitive 
reasoning That is why we umsi&r it very apt to have a special issue that add- 
different design methods for ~uJBU~I proyrmming. All me&x& w ~IBUBW# by 
r reans of well-csloscn examples. The examples coIH(z fraar diffm applia&n amu, 
The paper by Hof%e* Mattin, and van de Sncpschcut takes a sequential m 
as starting point- A parallel prosram is then dcrivcd by aud’ully distributing the 
data over the pnrccsses. Also the scconnd Papa, by Bcnaini et al,, w a sequmtial 
version as initial design- Foti thm, however, they proacad very diffntly: a system 
of rccurtencc relations is derived, the lwurpmetneters of which arrs i-cd as points 
in space and time- By lineat tnns%nnaGms this system is made inso a systolic 
architecturc# Loyens and van de Vorst aim directly at a ponlkl pnsg;un, Their 
design method is, l~wever, reminiscent of that for sequential programs* They use 
postoonditions and invariants, but these predicates at ~MJUBB~ with process 
identifications. As in the first paper, the distribution of the data over the 7 
plays a dominant tale, 
The next two papers discuss a rather diff-t method: ornc that is bauesd on 
input-output rclatiorw., The paper by Kaltiaij and Zwaan IBUMU with a short 
introduction to the method. It is a calculational approach in which recurrence 
relations between input and output values are used to design :he individual processes. 
Already in z!n early phase of the design exp!icit communications and communication 
behaviours are introduced. Sequence functions are used to determine the perform- 
ance of the computation. Struik applies this method very convincingly to solve a 
complicated convolution problem. 
Again another method is proposed by Ebergen and Hoogerwoord. They first 
derive a functional program, then transform this into a parallel program, and 
subsequently tune this for optimal speed. Rarallel programs and hardware have 
more in common than is usually realized. The paper underscores this point by 
demsnstrating how as a next transformation step a circuit implementation can be 
obtained. Hardware implementations are also discussed in the last two papers. Luk 
and Brown show the design of a systolic architecture by means of successive 
refinements. Their method, which is in some respects similar to that of the preceding 
paper, is based on inductive proofs and equational reasoning. The paper by Kessels 
and Schalij, in which they discuss the error handling in compact disc players, is 
aimed at VLSI design. They propose a transformational approach with ingredients 
such as restricting nondeterminism, factoring equivalence classes, and refinement. 
Qf course, the papers in this issue cannot cover all relevant aspects of parallel 
programming. But together they should give a good impression of the current state 
of the art in the science of parallel programming. 
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